
Title: 

Mr 

Forename: 

Peter 

Surname: 

Warren 

Representing: 

Self 

Organisation (if applicable): 

Email: 

What do you want Ofcom to keep confidential?: 

Keep nothing confidential 

If you want part of your response kept confidential, which parts?: 

Ofcom may publish a response summary: 

No 

I confirm that I have read the declaration: 

Yes 

Ofcom should only publish this response after the consultation has ended: 

You may publish my response on receipt 

Additional comments: 

u have allowed digital t.v to go ahead even though the result has been only 0 .5 freeview is 
available in combe martin, which has been plagued with shutdowns and other problems so 
please do not get rid of our local radio which has already moved to SOUTH DEVON. in 
snow conditions the coverage is not avalable or at worst terrible. last year the conditions @ 
blackmoor gate were never reported even though the road was closed for days  

Question 1: Do you think that allowing Now Digital to extend the coverage 
area of its Exeter & Torbay local radio multiplex licence to include North 



Devon would unacceptably narrow the range of DAB programme services 
available in the Exeter and Torbay area? Please explain the reasons for your 
view.: 

YES  
our local radio is allready not local 

Question 2: Do you think that allowing Now Digital to extend the coverage 
area of its Exeter & Torbay local radio multiplex licence to include North 
Devon would be calculated to maintain or promote the development of digital 
sound broadcasting in the UK otherwise than by satellite? Please explain the 
reasons for your view.: 

no  
LOCALradio for north devon should be from north devon  
you have sat and watched our services disolve on your WATCH shame on you ofcom you 
have not protected our interests so you have failed in your duty of care to us which it is my 
understanding of your primary responsibility 

Question 3: Do you think that Now Digital?s proposals for providing coverage 
of North Devon are satisfactory? Please explain the reasons for your view.: 

no  
local radio is almost non-existing already  
please re introduce local ie north devon based radio and do not allow south devon to take it 
all as HEART now does  
buy it- shut it and to hell with north devon residents there are only a few of them  
that is not right and you are required to act to correct this situation NOW and not make it 
worse 

Question 4: Do you consider that Now Digital has the ability to maintain its 
local radio multiplex service if its request is granted? Please explain the 
reasons for your view.: 

no  
local radio should be LOCAL otherwise it is radio 

Question 5: (For programme service providers on the Exeter & Torbay local 
radio multiplex only) Do you consider that there are sufficient safeguards in 
place to protect your rights and interests in the event that Now Digital is 
permitted to extend coverage to include North Devon?: 

Question 6: Do you consider that there any other grounds on which Ofcom 
should approve, or not approve, the request from Now Digital? Please explain 
the reasons for your view.: 



not approve  
local radio has been merged to form NON local radio  
north devon is off the radio map do not let it get worse 
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